Artificial neural network (ANN) potentials enable the efficient large-scale atomistic modeling of complex materials with near first-principles accuracy. For molecular dynamics simulations, accurate energies and interatomic forces are a prerequisite, but training ANN potentials simultaneously on energies and forces from electronic structure calculations is computationally demanding. Here, we introduce an efficient alternative method for the training of ANN potentials on energy and force information based on an extrapolation of the total energy via a Taylor expansion. By translating the force information to approximate energies, the quadratic scaling with the number of atoms exhibited by conventional force-training methods can be avoided, which enables the training on reference data sets containing complex atomic structures. We demonstrate for different materials systems, clusters of water molecules, bulk liquid water, and a lithium transition-metal oxide, that the proposed force-training approach provides substantial improvements over schemes that train on energies only. Including force information for training reduces the size of the reference data sets required for ANN potential construction, increases the transferability of the potential, and generally improves the force prediction accuracy. For a set of water clusters, the Taylor-expansion approach achieves around 50% of the force error improvement compared to the explicit training of all force components, at a much smaller computational cost. The alternative force training approach thus simplifies the construction of general ANN potentials for the prediction of accurate energies and interatomic forces for diverse types of materials, as demonstrated here for water and a transition-metal oxide.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, machine-learning potentials (MLP) trained on accurate first principles and quantum chemistry methods have become an integral part of computational materials science. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Carefully constructed MLPs can be as accurate as their first principles reference method but at a fraction of the computational cost and with an effort that scales linearly with the number of atoms, which enables the modeling of complex materials that are not accessible with first principles methods such as density-functional theory (DFT). [12] [13] [14] [15] MLPs can also be trained on results from highly accurate ab-initio methods such as coupled-cluster calculations. [16] [17] [18] One popular MLP variant is the high dimensional artificial neural network (ANN) potential method initially introduced by Behler and Parrinello for elemental Si in 2007 1 and extended to multiple chemical species by Artrith and coworkers, 19, 20 exploring also the effect of longranged electrostatic interactions. 19 ANN potentials have been successfully used to model many complex materials, such as elemental metals, 21, 22 alloys, 23, 24 oxides, 25 molecular systems, [26] [27] [28] [29] amorphous phases, [30] [31] [32] interfaces, [33] [34] [35] [36] and nanoporous materials. 37 a) Electronic mail: nartrith@atomistic.net Once trained, the computational cost of ANN potentials does not scale with the number of data points used for training, so that training sets can be as large as necessary to sample the relevant and potentially diverse chemical and structural space. Often, ANN potentials are trained on total energy information, i.e., a single piece of information per DFT calculation is used as reference for the potential training. As a result, a large number of DFT reference calculations, possibly tens to hundreds of thousands, 32 may be needed to achieve the desired interpolation accuracy for applications in Monte Carlo (MC) sampling or molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Large training sets are needed to accurately capture the gradient of the potential energy surface (PES) and thus the interatomic forces. An accurate representation of the atomic forces is crucial for MD simulations and geometry optimizations, and hence the force prediction error is an important target parameter for potential construction. At the same time, the energy is what determines the most stable structure or phase and other materials properties, and energy conservation needs to be obeyed by any interatomic potential, so that an accurate representation of the structural energy is also needed.
In ANN potential training, the force prediction accuracy is typically converged by increasing the number of reference structures used for training until the relevant structure space is sampled sufficiently fine to also represent the gradient of the PES. 21, 33 This strategy does not FIG. 1 . Flowchart of the construction of artificial neural network (ANN) potentials. a, Often, ANN potentials are trained on total energies from reference electronic structure calculations, since direct training of gradients (interatomic forces) is computationally demanding. This approach requires large numbers of reference calculations to converge the slope of the potential energy surface. b, In this work, a new scheme for ANN potential training is introduced, in which interatomic forces are used to extend the training set with energies approximated by Taylor expansion. The method is computationally as efficient as the conventional energy training and can significantly reduce the number of required reference calculations.
only increase the training set size it also makes the training technically more challenging since relevant structures have to be carefully selected without adding redundancies to the training set.
In principle, atomic forces or higher derivatives of the energy from first principles can also be used as reference data for ANN potential training. To train on force information, the loss function for the ANN potential training has to include the force prediction error, i.e., the error of the negative gradient of the energy. However, including the gradient in the loss function introduces a significant computational overhead because training requires the gradient of the loss function and thus the second derivative of the ANN potential is needed (i.e., the Hessian matrix). Therefore, in practice sometimes hybrid approaches are used in which the atomic forces of a subset of atoms are included in the loss function. 38 Such approaches are especially useful in combination with online training methods that allow the selection of different force components for each training iteration (epoch).
In the present article, we introduce a new scheme for including atomic force information in the ANN potential training that avoids the computationally demanding evaluation of higher order derivatives (see flowchart in Figure 1 ). The approach, which is based on a Taylor extrapolation of the total energy, is detailed in the following Background section. In the Results section, we first demonstrate the basic principle of the methodology for an analytical example and then apply it to systems with increasing complexity (clusters of water molecules, bulk water, and a quaternary metal oxide), finding that a smaller number of reference structures compared to energy-only training is sufficient for converging the force error in ANN potential construction.
II. BACKGROUND A. Artificial neural network potentials
Artificial neural network (ANN) potentials are a type of many-body interatomic potential for atomistic simulations. 1, 5, 39 In contrast to conventional potentials that are based on an approximate representation of the physical atomic interactions, such as embedded atom models, 40 ANN potentials employ general flexible functions, ANNs, for the interpolation between reference data points from first-principles calculations. ANN potentials represent the total energy E(σ) of an atomic structure σ = { R i } ( R i is the position vector of atom i) as the sum of atomic energies
where σ Rc i is the local atomic environment of atom i, i.e., the atomic positions and chemical species of all atoms within a given cutoff radius R c of atom i. 1, 5, 39 The atomic energy function E atom in equation (1) is given by an ANN specific for each chemical species t (i.e., t is the type of atom i)
ANNs require an input of constant size, but the number of atoms within the local atomic environment of an atom i, σ Rc i , can vary. A suitable input feature vector is obtained by transforming σ Rc i to a descriptor σ Rc i with constant dimension that is also invariant with respect to (i) translation/rotation of the entire structure and (ii) exchange of equivalent atoms. In the present work, we employed the Chebyshev descriptors by Artrith, Urban, and Ceder, 20 and the symmetry function descriptor by Behler and Parrinello. 1, 41 Further details of the ANN architecture and the descriptor parameters are given in the methods section VI.
B. ANN potential training with reference energies ANN potentials are trained to reproduce the structural energies of reference data sets containing atomic structures σ (input) and energies E(σ) (output) from first principles calculations. The atomic energy E atom is not uniquely defined from first principles, so that no reference for the direct training of ANN t ( σ Rc i ) is available. Note that there are non-unique approaches that can be used to decompose the total structural energy from first principles into atomic contributions. 42 To avoid ambiguities and additional model complexity, it is more straightforward to implement the ANN potential training such that it minimizes a loss function based on the total energy E(σ)
where E ann (σ) is the energy of structure σ predicted by the ANN potential of equation (1). Gradient-based optimization methods require the derivative of the loss function with respect to the ANN parameters, the ANN weights {w k }
where the weight derivatives of the ANNs can be obtained using the standard backpropagation method. 43 The computational complexity of backpropagation scales as O(N w ) where N w is the number of weight parameters. For a training set containing a total of N atom atoms, the computational cost of one training epoch is therefore proportional to O(N atom N w ).
C. Training with reference atomic forces
Density-functional theory (DFT) 12, 13 calculations with local or semi-local density functionals provide the interatomic forces at minimal overhead. Considering the importance of accurate forces for structure optimizations and MD simulations, it is desirable to include the force error in the loss function L of equation (3). In addition, each atomic structure has only one total energy but 3 atomic force components per atom. Hence, using the atomic forces as additional reference data increases the data points available for training per atomic structure by a factor of 3 N , where N is the number of atoms in the structure.
The Cartesian vector of the force acting on atom i is given by the negative gradient of the total energy 
where a is an adjustable parameter that determines the contribution of the force error to the loss function L. 44 The gradient of the new loss function L with respect to the weight parameters is
As seen in equation (7), evaluating the weight gradient of the new loss function L requires taking the derivative of the position gradient of the ANN potential
which scales quadratic with the number of atoms in the reference structure. Note that only the cross terms for atoms within two times the cutoff radius of the potential (2R c ) are different from zero. 21 For very large or periodic structures the scaling of the derivative evaluation therefore eventually becomes linear but with a large pre-factor of N local that is the average number of atoms within 2R c and can be several hundred to thousands depending on the density of the material and the cutoff radius.
The quadratic scaling and the often large number of atoms in reference data sets typically makes it infeasible to train all force components using the loss function in equation (6) . One option is to include a fraction of all force components in the loss function, e.g., only 0.41% of the atomic forces were included in reference 38, and Artrith et al. have previously used only 10% or less of the force information for ANN potential training. 19, 21, 33 This strategy can work especially well with online training methods that allow selecting different force components at each epoch which is not possible using batch training methods.
The importance of atomic force information and the unfavorable scaling of direct force training prompted us to consider alternative means of including force information in ANN potential training.
D. Including atomic force information via Taylor expansion
Training of the energy with the loss function of equation (3) is efficient, so that a translation of the force information to (approximate) energy information is advantageous. Such a translation can be accomplished using a first-order Taylor expansion to estimate the energy of additionally generated atomic structures without the need to perform additional electronic structure calculations.
The energy of a structure σ = { R i } that was generated by displacing the atoms in the original structure σ = { R i } can be expressed as the Taylor series
Substituting the atomic force of equation (5) for the negative gradient of the energy and truncating after the first order, we arrive at the approximation
where E(σ) and F i (σ) are the energies and atomic forces from the original reference electronic structure calculations. The first-order approximation is valid for small displacements { δ i }. Equation (10) provides a mechanism for incorporating approximate force information in the ANN potential training as additional structure-energy pair records. What remains is to decide on a recipe for generating such additional structures by atom displacement. In the present work, we considered two strategies: (A) displacing one individual atom to generate one additional structure, and (B) randomly displacing all atoms. In strategy (A), we select an atom i in structure σ and displace its coordinates by a small amount ±δ in each Cartesian direction to generate 6 additional structures. For example, displacing atom i in structure σ = R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R N in the negative Cartesian x direction would yield the new structure-energy pair
wherex is the unit vector in the Cartesian x direction, and F x i is the x component of the force acting on atom i. A similar approach has previously been used by Vlcek et al. for molecular force-field optimization with energy and force information. 45 In strategy (B), all atoms are displaced by small random vectors δ i where the total displacement is such that | δ i | ≤ δ max for all atoms. Since a net translation of the entire structure does not affect the energy, the center-of-mass displacement is subtracted from the combined atomic displacements. The energy of the resulting structure is evaluated according to equation (10) .
The optimal values of the displacement δ in strategy (A) and the maximal displacement δ max in strategy (B) are parameters and will be determined in the following.
III. RESULTS
To assess the efficacy of the Taylor-expansion approach laid out in the previous section, we considered a series of materials systems with increasing complexity: An analytic Lennard-Jones dimer molecule as test case, clusters of water molecules, a periodic bulk water box, and a complex oxide system with five different chemical species.
A. Diatomic Molecule
Our first test case is a diatomic molecule with atomic interactions described by the analytic Lennard-Jones potential 46
with binding energy ε = 3.607 eV and equilibrium distance r 0 = 1.54 Å. The binding energy and bond distance were chosen such that they correspond to a typical covalent bond, approximately the carbon-carbon bond, so that the magnitude of the displacement in the Taylor expansion will be comparable to an actual compound. An analytic interatomic potential has the advantage that the gradient and the Taylor expansion can be calculated analytically. Further, the one-dimensional dimer molecule makes it straightforward to visualize the PES, i.e., the bond-energy curve, so that the analytic potential and the ANN interpolation can be visually compared with each other. Figure 2a shows the bond energy in a range close to the equilibrium distance and an ANN potential that was trained on seven equidistant reference points between 1.4 Å and 2.8 Å. As seen in the figure, the ANN potential approximates the Lennard-Jones potential well at distances above 1.8 Å, but is unable to reproduce the minimum region and predicts an incorrect larger equilibrium distance as well as an incorrect slope and curvature near the minimum. The result of training the ANN potential a b with the Taylor expansion approach is shown in Figure 2b , where additional data points were generated by approximating the energy for slightly longer and slightly shorter bond distances using the first-order Taylor expansion of equation (10) using a displacement of δ = 0.02 Å.
As seen in the figure, the additional approximate data points guide the ANN potential, and the resulting fit is visually much better and reproduces the correct bond minimum as well as the slope and the curvature within the minimum well. Also apparent in Figure 2b are the deviations of the first-order Taylor expansion from the true bond energy curve. The approach is approximate and will give rise to noise in the reference data, and the optimal amount of additional approximate data points per exact energy data point has to be determined such that the accuracy of the ANN potential does not suffer. In the following, we will assess the Taylor expansion method for real materials systems to quantify both the improvement of the force prediction accuracy and the effect of noise in the reference energies.
B. Water clusters
While the analytic dimer example is useful for illustrative purposes, our objective is the training on firstprinciples energies and forces. As a second test case, we therefore consider a reference data set based on structures obtained from MD simulations of water clusters with six water molecules. MD simulations at 300 K and 800 K were performed on the semiempirical Geometry, Frequency, Noncovalent, eXtended TB (GFN-xTB) 47 level of theory. The atomic forces and energies of a subset of the structures along the MD trajectories were recalcu-lated using a first-principles density-functional theory (DFT) approach (BLYP-D3/def2-TZVP) to be used as reference data for ANN potential construction. See the methods section VI A for the details of our MD and DFT calculations.
As a baseline for the assessment of the force-training method, we first quantify the error in the atomic forces if only total energies are trained using the methodology and loss function of section II B. As a second point of reference the error in the atomic forces is quantified for ANN potentials that were trained by including the error in the atomic forces in the loss function as described in section II C.
Total energy training with increasingly large training sets
As mentioned in the introduction, a common way to improve the force prediction error of ANN potentials is by increasing the reference data set size to sample the configurational space more finely. We therefore investigated first the influence of the size of the reference data set on the quality of the force prediction of ANN potentials that were trained on the total energy only.
In order to study how the size of the reference data set affects the quality of the force prediction, three different reference data sets with increasing number of data points were assembled from the MD reference data set:
(i ) a subset containing 471 reference structures referred to as the train_0500 data set in the following, The structures within these subsets were chosen evenly spaced along the MD trajectories to ensure a maximum decorrelation of the reference data. For each training set, the ANN potential training was repeated ten times with different random initial weight parameters {w k } to obtain statistics on the prediction quality of the atomic forces for the resulting ANN potentials. Details on the ANN potential training are given in section VI B. All errors reported in the following were obtained for the same independent validation data set containing 2000 structures that are not included in any of the training sets. Figure 3a shows the distributions of the error in the norm of the predicted atomic forces for the structures within the validation set after training on the energies in the train_0500, train_1000, and train_2000 data sets. Only the energy error entered the loss function, so that the interatomic forces were not directly trained.
As seen in the figure, for the smallest train_0500 set interpolating the ANN PES using only the energies of the reference structures leads to a wide distribution of errors in the prediction of the absolute value of the atomic forces. Especially, the pronounced tail of the distribution implies that there is a large fraction of atoms for which the absolute value of the force is predicted with an error greater than 1.0 eV/Å. Increasing the size of the training set to ∼1000 and ∼2000 structures reduces the tail of the error distribution significantly. Figures 3b-d show a corresponding analysis of the error in the direction of the predicted atomic forces and the mean absolute error (MAE) of the atomic forces. High relative frequencies of occurrence are shown in yellow and red, whereas low relative frequencies are colored in shades of gray. The errors are shown as a function of the absolute value of the atomic force, and it can be seen that the reliability of the prediction of the direction of the atomic forces increases for increasing absolute values of the force vectors. This means, the error in the force direction is greater for small force vectors than for large force vectors. Especially for atoms with atomic forces with absolute values of less than 1.0 eV/Å, the direction of the force vector predicted by the ANN potential scatters strongly.
This scattering is significantly decreased for atomic forces with large absolute values. As seen in panel a, for the small train_0500 set the error distribution has a shallow maximum between 0 and 25 • depending on the absolute force value, but the heat map shows much larger errors of nearly 180 • for force vectors with small absolute value.
Additionally, increasing the size of the reference data set reduces the scattering in the predictions notably. Particularly, the scattering in the prediction of atomic forces with absolute values smaller than 1.0 eV is notably decreased in comparison to the results obtained from the train_0500 reference data set. Furthermore, the number of atoms for which the error is 15 • or less increases significantly when the ANN potential is trained with the train_2000 reference data instead of the train_0500 data set.
Depending on the reference method and the size of the atomic structures, increasing the number of structures in the training set may entail a massive computational overhead. Therefore, we next investigated whether the Taylor-expansion formalism of section II D could alleviate the need for large training set sizes. The MAE is shown as a function of the atomic displacement δmax for different multiples a of additionally generated structures. The graph shows the MAE relative to the DFT reference. Results are shown for displacement strategy (B) and for the smallest reference data set (train_0500). The red dashed line indicates the reduction of the force error that can be achieved by direct force training.
Optimal meta-parameters for the Taylor-expansion approach
Next, we investigate the efficacy of approximate force training using the Taylor-expansion approach of section II D. In order to apply the two displacement strategies, i.e., (A) the displacement of single atoms in the three Cartesian directions and (B) the displacement of all atoms in random directions, suitable displacement parameters δ and δ max have to be determined. Finally, the optimal number of additional structures with approximate energies to be generated using the Taylor-expansion approach needs to be determined, as the computational effort for ANN potential training scales with the size of the training set.
The number of additional structures is given in terms of a multiple a of the original training set, so that a = X means that the number of generated structures is X times the number of the original structures. For example, the train_0500 data set contains 471 structures, so that for a = 10 a total of 10 × 471 = 4, 710 additional structures with approximate energy will be generated by atomic displacement.
For each possible choice of a parameter pair (a, δ) or (a, δ max ) ten ANN potentials were trained to obtain statistics on the resulting ANN potentials. The optimal parameter pair was chosen by calculating the MAE of the atomic forces for the validation data set and thereby averaging the errors obtained from all ten potentials fitted for each parameter pair. Figure 4 shows the MAE of the atomic forces obtained after training with the Taylor-expansion approach as function of the maximum displacement δ max for dif-ferent multiples of additional structures a. The ANN potentials used to quantify this error were fitted to the train_0500 reference data set using random displacement strategy (B) for the given δ max parameters. In the figure, the MAE are given relative to the one obtained if no force information is used for training.
As seen in Figure 4 , the values of δ max that lead to the greatest reduction of the MAE are independent of the number of additionally generated structures a and are close to δ max = 0.01 Å. If the displacement parameter is chosen too large, the first-order Taylor expansion is no longer a good approximation and the force error increases. Additionally, the MAE decreases with increasing number of generated structures until a multiple of a = 22 has been reached. For multiples a greater than 22 no significant further improvement was found. Based on this analysis we conclude that, for the train_0500 reference data set, the optimal parameter choice that leads to the smallest MAE with the Taylor-expansion approach is a = 22 and δ max = 0.008 Å.
The optimization of the meta-parameters was repeated for the larger training sets train_1000 and train_2000 and for the second Taylor-expansion displacement strategy (A), and the optimal parameters are given in Table S1 in the supplementary information. In summary, the optimal displacement δ and multiple a do not appear to depend on the size of the reference data set. Out of the considered values, the optimal multiple of generated structures is a = 22, and optimal displacements are δ (A) = 0.03 for strategy (A) and δ (B) = 0.008 AA for strategy (B). The heat maps in supplementary Figure S1 show the similarity of the error in the force direction for varying displacements.
Energy and force training with the Taylor-expansion approach
Using the optimal parameters for the displacement δ and fraction of generated structures a for each of the three reference data sets and both displacement strategies, we studied the errors in the prediction of the atomic forces in order to compare both displacement strategies with each other and to quantify the improvement of the predicted forces with respect to the conventional approach where only total energies of the reference structures are fitted. Figure 5a compares the distribution of absolute force errors in the validation set after training on the train_0500 set with and without force information. As seen in the figure, the errors in the absolute force are drastically reduced by both displacement strategies. Especially the tail of the error distribution with errors greater than 1.0 eV/Å has nearly disappeared for the ANN potentials that were trained using the Taylor-expansion approach. In addition, the prediction of the direction of the force vectors also improves distinctly, as seen in Figure 5c The optimal values for the displacement and the multiple a were used (Cartesian displacement: δ = 0.03 Å, a = 11, Random displacement: δmax = 0.008 Å, a = 22). All statistics shown are based on 10 ANN potentials trained for each scenario.
energy training (Figure 3b-d) , a general decrease of the error in the predicted forces can be observed that is also reflected by a reduction of the MAE.
Based on the error distributions in Figure 5a , both displacement strategies perform nearly equally well. Displacing atoms along the Cartesian directions (strategy A) generating 5,088 additional structures results in a slightly smaller improvement than displacing atoms in random directions (strategy B) generating 10,362 structures, but both Taylor-expansion strategies are a significant improvement over energy-only training. For the small water cluster system, the Cartesian displacement strategy requires generating far fewer additional structures than the random displacement approach. We found that this is not generally the case and instead depends on the number of atoms in the reference structures. With increasing structure size, the optimal multiple a increases more rapidly for displacement strategy (A), and thus for larger structures displacement strategy (B) becomes more efficient. Figure 5a with Figure 3a and the heat map in Figure 5c with that in Figure 3d shows that training the train_0500 data set with approximate force information results in quantitatively similar error distributions as training on the energies in the four-times larger train_2000 data set. Hence, the approximate force training reduces the number of training data points by a factor of four for the example of the water cluster data set.
Comparison of
In principle, both the size of the reference data set as well as the force training can be expected to affect also the error in the predicted energy. In the case of the water cluster data set, even training on the energies of the train_0500 data set without force information results in energy errors in the validation set that are well below 2 × 10 −3 eV/atom, which is an order of magnitude below chemical accuracy (1 kcal/mol ≈ 0.04 eV). Therefore, the water cluster data set is not well suited to investigate the impact of force training on the energy prediction, and we will return to this question when discussing more complex data sets in the following section III C. For the water cluster data set, supplementary Figure S2 shows that the distribution of the energy error is not significantly affected by force training using the Taylor-expansion approach.
Comparison of approximate and direct force training
For the small water cluster structure (18 atoms) and the smallest (train_0500) data set, direct force training by including all force errors in the loss function as described in section II C is computationally feasible. Note that even for this simple system, the direct force training took on average eight times more computer time per iteration (training epoch) than the Taylor-expansion method with data multiple a = 22 on our computer system. The force error distribution resulting from direct force training is shown in Figure 5b .
Comparing the results obtained by approximate force training to those from direct force training, it is obvious that direct force training improves the force prediction even further. The tail of the distribution of the absolute force error approaches zero at around 0.5 eV/Å, and as a result the error distribution is significantly narrower than the ones obtained by the other methods with its maximum being closer to 0.
The same trend is also found for the improvement of the prediction of the direction of the force vector by direct force training compared to the approximate Taylorexpansion approach. The mean absolute force error for direct force training is 0.18 eV/Å, and a heat map of the direction error is shown in supplementary Figure S3 .
Quantitatively measured by the MAE, approximate force training using the Taylor-expansion methodology gives around half the reduction of the force error that is achieved by direct force training. This can be most clearly seen in Figure 4 , in which the relative MAE obtained after direct force training is indicated by a red dashed line.
Even though direct force training leads to yet better predictions of the forces, one has to take into account that it is significantly more computationally demanding. For larger and more complex systems for which direct force training would be challenging or even infeasible, approximate force training with the Taylor-expansion approach offers an alternative to improve the force prediction significantly in comparison to conventional energy training. Therefore, we investigate condensed phases in the following sections.
C. Bulk water
We applied the Taylor-expansion methodology to a reference data set of a periodic bulk water system with 64 water molecules (192 atoms) that was generated by running an ab initio MD (AIMD) simulation at a temperature of 400 K over a simulation time of 100 ps with time steps of 1 fs, producing a total of 100,000 MD frames. The simulations employed a Γ-point k-point mesh for the numerical Brillouin-zone integration. All parameters of the DFT calculations are detailed in the methods section VI. 700 structures along the AIMD trajectory were selected for potential training. 90% of the reference data set were used for ANN potential training, and the remaining 10% were used as an independent test set to monitor training progress, and to detect overfitting. 2,000 different equallyspaced MD frames from the complete trajectory were compiled into a third independent set for validation, and all results within this section are based on the validation set none of which was used for training.
Since the nature of the bonds in the water bulk is the same as in the water clusters of the previous section, a maximal displacement of δ max = 0.01 Å was used for the water bulk system, which was found to be close to optimal for water clusters (see Figure 4 ). Additionally, we limit the discussion to random displacement strategy (B), since it performed better than displacing individual atoms for water clusters. Instead, here we focus on the impact of increasing the number of additional structures generated by the Taylor-expansion approach.
In general, two competing effects can be expected: On the one hand, the force training should become more effective with increasing multiple a, i.e., with an increasing number of additional structures per original structure generated by our approach. On the other hand, the firstorder Taylor-expansion is approximate, and the energies of the additional structures are less accurate and noise is introduced into the training set. Thus, the accuracy of the energy fit could be expected to decrease after introducing too many additional structures via atomic displacement.
To determine the balance of these two effects, data multiples between a = 12 and a = 64 were considered, which corresponds to approximately 12 × 700 = 8, 400 to 64 × 700 = 44, 800 additional structures generated by Taylor expansion for the 700-structure reference data set. See section VI B for details of the ANN potential construction. Figures 6a and b show, as solid lines, the best energy and force prediction errors out of ten ANN potentials trained on the same data but with different initial weight parameters. Additionally, the median ANN potential error is shown (dashed lines) as a proxy for the likely result of a single ANN potential training run. As seen in the figures, both the energy and force errors initially decrease with increasing amount of additional data. For small data multiples a, the force error improves significantly from 1.26 eV/Å (energy training only) to 0.88 eV/Å (30% improvement) for a = 12 and 0.69 eV/Å (45%) for a = 24 (Fig. 6b) . Increasing a beyond 24 only yields marginal further improvement, and for a = 48 the force error has decreased to 0.61 eV/Å (52%).
Interestingly, the energy RMSE decreases simultaneously from 2.6 meV/atom (energy training) to 2.1 meV/atom (19%) for a = 36 (Fig. 6a) . This improvement indicates that the displaced structures added to the training set via Taylor expansion have improved the transferability of the resulting ANN potential. Increasing a further does not result in further improvement of the energy error, and an increase of the error is observed for a = 64, which is in line with our expectation that too many additional structures introduce noise in the training set.
Having quantified the general improvement of the predicted atomic forces with the force-training approach, we analyze next where these improvements originate from. Figure 7a shows the distribution of absolute force errors in the validation set with and without force training. In the case of energy training only, the force errors are widely spread out, and for some atoms the force error is greater than 3.0 eV/Å. The largest atomic forces in the data set are around 5.0 eV/Å, so that 3.0 eV/Å corresponds to an error of at least 60%. As discussed above, the force prediction error depends on the size of the reference data set, and thus the analysis in Figure 7a shows that the 700-structure data set is not sufficient for robust force prediction.
Force training with the Taylor-expansion approach results in a strong improvement of the force prediction, and training with a data multiple of a = 16 already removes the high-error tail of the error distribution. Increasing a to 36 further reduces the width of the distribution significantly. The error distributions for a large data multiple of a = 64 is nearly identical to the distribution for a = 36 and both are centered around 0.6 eV/Å, showing that the force training has converged for this data set in agreement with Fig. 6 . Figure 7b shows a heat map of the distribution of the errors in the direction of the atomic forces for all atoms in the validation set for training without forces (left) and with forces (right). The results for a = 64 are shown in the figure, though a = 36 yielded a qualitatively equivalent error distribution. As seen in the figure, when training only energies the errors in the force direction are spread out over nearly the entire angle range. In contrast, the force training improves the error distribution significantly, yielding a maximum at around 15 • and a strong decay of the error with the norm of the force vectors.
As another test, we constructed preliminary ANN potentials trained with and without force information on a larger reference data set of 10,000 frames taken from the same AIMD trajectory to evaluate the radial distribution function (RDF) of liquid water. In Figure 8 , the results are compared to a literature reference for an equivalent DFT approach. 48 Note that the construction of robust ANN potentials for water requires data sets with very diverse structures and phases that include also short O-H bond lengths that occur rarely in MD simulations, 26, 29, 49 and it can therefore be expected that our preliminary potentials will require further refinement. Indeed, the ANN potential that was trained on energies only did not allow stable MD simulations at 300 K, and we therefore evaluated the RDF in Figure 8 at a lower temperature near the melting point (∼273 K). The ANN potential trained with the Taylor-expansion approach could be used for short MD simulations, and the RDF obtained by averaging over 10 picoseconds approaches the reference. It is clear that the potential that was trained using forces via the Taylor-expansion method performed better than the one that was trained on energies only.
Direct force training of all atomic force components was not feasible for the bulk water system. As detailed in section II C, for condensed phases direct force training scales with the number of atoms within twice the potential a b The RDF was calculated using preliminary potentials trained with the Taylor-expansion approach (red line) and using energies only (blue line). The grey region indicates an RDF from DFT calculations at 300 K from reference 48. The RDF from the energy-trained potential (blue line) was evaluated at 273 K since the potential was not robust enough for MD simulations at 300 K.
cutoff radius. For R c = 6.5 Å, there are on average 960 atoms within range, so that direct force training of all atomic forces would take ∼1,000 times the computer time of energy-only training.
As shown above, the Taylor-expansion approach for force training works robustly for both isolated water clusters and water bulk. For materials with more complex compositions, sampling the structural space with sufficient resolution is challenging, and force training becomes even more important, as discussed in the next section.
D. Quaternary metal oxide
To determine the performance of the force-training approach for a material with complex chemical composition we finally investigated a quaternary transition metal oxide. Our benchmark system, the Li -Mo -Ni -Ti oxide (LMNTO), is of technological relevance as prospective high-capacity positive electrode material for lithium-ion batteries. 50 The compound exhibits substitutional disorder in which all four metal species, Li, Mo, Ni, and Ti, share the same sublattice.
We generated a reference data set for LMNTO with composition Li 8 Mo 2 Ni 7 Ti 7 O 32 by running a 50 ps long AIMD simulation at 400 K as described in detail in the methods section VI, yielding a total of 50,000 MD frames. Again, training (∼720 structures), test (∼80 structures), and validation (1,800 structures) sets were generated. A representative structure of the LMNTO unit cell is shown as inset in Fig. 9a .
The bonding in lithium transition-metal oxides exhibits mostly ionic character, and the bond strength cannot be expected to be the same as in the water systems of the previous sections. Therefore, the maximal displacement δ max for the Taylor-expansion approach first needs to be optimized for LMNTO. Figure 9a and b show the change of the energy and force errors as function of δ max for a fixed additional data multiple of a = 70. As seen in subfigure b, the mean error in the predicted force decreases with increasing maximal displacement and has not yet converged for δ max = 0.04 Å, which is four times greater than the optimal displacement found for water. On the other hand, the median energy RMSE has a minimum at around δ max = 0.02 Å beyond which the energy error increases. A maximal displacement of δ max = 0.03 Å is a good compromise for LMNTO, resulting in a small decrease in accuracy for the energy from 4.6 meV/atom to 4.9 meV/atom (increase by 6.5%) but a strong improvement in the accuracy of force prediction from 0.92 eV/Å to 0.66 eV/Å (28.3%). The distribution of errors in the absolute values and directions of the atomic forces are shown in Figs. 9c and  d , respectively. The results for δ max = 0.03 Å are shown. Qualitatively, the same improvement of the absolute force error as in the case of the water systems is seen, though even without force training the error distribution does not exhibit any high-error tail. The force training also results in an improved accuracy in the direction of the predicted forces, though the maximum of the error distribution is at a slightly higher value of around ∼20 • .
Towards application in MD simulations of LMNTO
The MAE of the forces and the RMSE of the energy are abstract quality measures of the ANN potential, but in practice the robustness and reliability of the potential in an actual application is most important. To construct a preliminary ANN potential for LMNTO, we compiled a data set of ∼4,000 AIMD frames that were used as reference for training three ANN potentials with force information (δ max = 0.015 Å, a = 20) and three without force information. The construction of accurate ANN potentials for materials with complex structures and compositions typically requires training sets with tens of thousands of reference structures. 24,32,33 4,000 reference structures taken from a single AIMD trajectory can function as an initial data set for the construction of a preliminary ANN potential as a starting point for subsequent iterative refinement. 5, 39 The robustness of an interatomic potential and the smoothness of the predicted PES is reflected by the numerical energy conservation in MD simulations. To test energy conservation, we carried out MD simulations in the microcanonical (N V E) statistical ensemble using a time step of 1.0 fs, and the resulting change of the total energy over the course of 1.0 ns is shown in Figure 10 for different ANN potentials. The MD simulations were performed for a 2 × 2 × 1 LMNTO supercell containing 224 atoms (Figure 10a ) that was previously thermally equilibrated at a temperature of 400 K with AIMD simulation. All of the ANN potentials trained with approximate force information conserved the total energy well with fluctuations on the order of 10 −3 meV/atom (one example is shown in Figure 10b ). However, those potentials that were trained only on the energies showed numerical instabilities of varying degree, and two examples are plotted in Figure 10b . This experiment demonstrates that the additional structure-energy data points generated from force information using the Taylor-expansion approach contribute to the transferability of the ANN potential and improve the smoothness of the potential interpolation.
IV. DISCUSSION
We introduced a computationally efficient method for the simultaneous training of energies and interatomic forces for the construction of accurate ANN potentials. We assessed the methodology for three relevant complex materials systems: water cluster structures, bulk liquid water, and a solid metal oxide. We demonstrated that the approach increases the accuracy of predicted forces, reduces the number of first principles reference data points needed, and can improve the transferability of ANN potentials.
In general, we find that force training has the greatest impact for small reference data sets. With force training, a small reference data set of ∼500 water cluster structures could achieve nearly the same predictive power as training only the energy on a reference data set with ∼2,000 structures. Using the force-training approach, the structural and chemical space can thus be more coarsely sampled than using energy-only training. This has important implications for the construction of ANN potentials for materials with complex compositions, such as the quaternary metal oxide of section III D, for which an exhaustive sampling of the structural and chemical space is infeasible.
The Taylor-expansion methodology is approximate, and it is meant as a computationally more efficient alternative to the direct training of force information with a modified loss function. Direct force training also incurs a significant memory overhead if the derivatives of the atomicstructure descriptors are stored in memory, whereas the Taylor-expansion approach uses exactly the same amount of memory as training with energy information only. As demonstrated for the water cluster data set, direct force training can further improve the force prediction when it is computationally feasible. However, even for the small water cluster system, direct force training was already eight times more computationally demanding than approximate force training, and owing to its formal quadratic scaling this difference will be even greater for larger systems.
We discussed two different strategies for the generation of additional approximate reference energy data points from force information by approximating the energy of structures with slightly displaced atoms using a first-order Taylor expansion. The two strategies differ in the number of atoms that are displaced, but both rely on randomization, either for the selection of atoms or to decide the direction and magnitude of atomic displacements. Displacing all atoms in a reference structure by small random vectors with maximal length δ max is shown to be a robust scheme for the generation of derived structures. However, this strategy does, in principle, not rule out that multiple additional structures with similar information content (i.e., similar displacements) are generated. The generated atomic displacements are not necessarily linearly independent.
The atomic forces of a structure with N atoms comprise 3N pieces of information from the three force components of all atoms. Hence, at most 3N structures with independent information content can be derived from any given structure with energy and force information. One set of generated structures with linearly independent atomic displacements is given by the set of 3N normal modes. 51, 52 Excluding the 3 translations and 3 rotations that do not change the energy, one could employ displacements in the remaining (3N − 6) normal mode directions as a third strategy for our force training approach. Normal-mode sampling has previously been shown to be a useful strategy for the generation of reference data sets, especially for molecular systems. 17, 27 However, we found empirically that far fewer than 3N additional structures are required to converge the error of the interatomic forces for a given reference data set. For the bulk water system with 64 molecules, N = 3 × 64 = 192, so that the number of normal modes is 3 × 192 − 6 = 570, but our computational experiments show that the force error already plateaus for 24-48 additional structures with random atomic displacements. An exhaustive enumeration of all degrees of freedom would therefore be sub-optimal for our force-training methodology, and it is not obvious which normal modes should be selected if a subset was to be used. The random displacement strategy offers a reasonable compromise of information density and generality.
As evident from the water clusters of section III B and the oxide system of section III D the optimal maximal displacement δ max for use in the Taylor extrapolation is system dependent. The energy change with atomic displacement depends on the material-specific bond strength, i.e., the force constants of the interatomic bonds. The covalent O-H bonds in water are more rigid than the ionic bonds in LMNTO, so that smaller displacements are needed for water than for the oxide. As a rule of thumb, we expect the optimal value of δ max to be approximately proportional to the smallest interatomic distances (bond lengths) in the reference data set, which is ∼0.9 Å for the O -H bond in water and ∼1.7 Å for O -metal bonds in LMNTO, though the nature of the bonds (covalent, ionic, metallic, or dispersive) will also have an impact.
A related point is the dependence of the energy error on the value of δ max . As discussed for the oxide system and shown in Figs. 9a and b , the optimal displacement can be a compromise of force and energy accuracy. If the displacement is chosen too large, it is no longer a good approximation that the PES is linear, and the error of the first-order Taylor expansion becomes too large. For each materials system, it is thus necessary to benchmark different displacement values to determine the value that is optimal for both force and energy training.
It is important to note that the Taylor expansion extrapolation approach does not have to be limited to first order. If higher derivatives of the potential energy are available, e.g., if the Hessian matrix has been calculated for the reference structures, then higher-order Taylor expansions can be used to improve the accuracy of the energy extrapolation.
The methodology could be further extended and refined for specific applications. Atomic displacement could be limited to atoms with high force components to avoid introducing noise in shallow regions of the PES. Structures from geometry optimizations are generally not useful for our approach as the atomic forces are near zero, and such structures should not be considered for displacement. It could also be useful to allow selection of specific atoms for displacement, so that the force prediction accuracy can be increased for select substructures. Similarly, the maximal displacement δ max could be made a species-specific parameter, which would be especially useful in interface systems containing domains with different types of bonding, such as solid-liquid interfaces. These directions will be explored in future work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a new computationally efficient method for the training of accurate artificial neural network (ANN) potentials on interatomic force information and established its effectiveness for different classes of materials. The methodology is based on a Taylor extrapolation of the total energy using the atomic forces from the reference calculations without the need for additional electronic structure calculations. Training occurs on approximate energies, and the computationally demanding evaluation of the second derivatives of the ANN function is not required. Translating the force information to approximate energies makes it possible to bypass the quadratic scaling with the number of atoms that conventional force-training methods exhibit, so that the Taylor-expansion approach can be used for reference data sets containing complex atomic structures. We showed that approximate force training can improve the force prediction error by around 50% of direct force training, and is computationally efficient even for systems for which the latter is challenging or infeasible. We demonstrated for three example systems, a cluster of six water molecules, liquid water, and a complex metal oxide, that the force-training approach (i) allows to substantially reduce the size of the reference data sets for ANN potential construction, by nearly 75% in the case of the water cluster data set; (ii) increases the transferability of the ANN potential by improving the energy prediction accuracy for unseen structures; and (iii) generally improves the force prediction accuracy, leading to improved stability of MD simulations. The alternative force training approach simplifies the construction of general ANN potentials for the prediction of accurate energies and interatomic forces and is in principle applicable to any type of material.
VI. METHODS

A. Electronic structure calculations
a. Water clusters The reference data set was generated by performing ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with DL_POLY 53 via Chemshell. 54, 55 The reference data set was generated in an iterative manner. First three MD simulation runs were performed, where the semiemperical GFN-xTB 47, 56 was used as ab initio method. All of these simulations were run for 30 ps with a time step of 0.5 fs. The initial velocities were chosen randomly according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The temperature simulated was 300 K for the first two simulations, the third MD simulation run was performed at 800 K. The temperature was in all cases controlled by a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. 57, 58 During the simulations, a harmonic restraint was applied on all atoms to keep the cluster of water molecules confined to a sphere with a radius of about 5 Å. For the restraint a harmonic force with force constant 190.5 eV was applied to any atom that has a distance greater than 0.0005 Å to the 1st atom of the structure (central atom). In order to get a realistic approximation of the energy for the structures obtained from the MD simulation runs, the energies and forces for all structures were recalculated using the BLYP-D3 functional [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] with the basis set def2-TZVP. For the single point energy calculations Turbomole 65 was used via Chemshell. 54, 55 Using this reference data set, two neural networks were trained to obtain a first approximation of the ANN potential. On each of the obtained ANN potentials a MD simulation at 300 K was performed for 75 ps. The other parameters for the MD simulation were chosen as discussed before. From these MD simulations on the ANN potentials 4420 additional reference structures were obtained. As for the AIMD reference structures the energies and forces were recalculated on BLYP-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory.
b. Periodic AIMD simulations The periodic AIMD simulations were carried out with the Vienna Ab initio simulation package (VASP) 66, 67 and projector-augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials. 68 For the bulk water system the revised Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof density functional 69 with the Grimme D3 van-der-Waals correction 63 (revPBE+D3) was used that has previously been shown to be reliable for water. 26 The AIMD simulations of the Li-Mo-Ni-Ti-O system employed the strongly constrained and appropriately normed (SCAN) semilocal density functional. 70 For both periodic systems, the plane-wave cutoff was 400 eV, and Γ-point only k-point meshes were employed. A time step of 1 fs was used for the integration of the equation of motion, and a Nosé-Hoover thermostat 57,58 was used to maintain the temperature at 400 K. The bulk water data set was compiled by collecting every 100th frame from the first 70 ps of the AIMD trajectory, yielding a reference data set of 700 structures.
B. Reference data and ANN potential training
The Taylor-expansion approach for force training was implemented in the atomic energy network (aenet) package, 39 which was used for the construction and application of the reported ANN potentials. In the present work, the limited memory BFGS algorithm 71, 72 was used for the ANN weight optimization (training). The Artrith-Urban-Ceder Chebyshev descriptor for local atomic environments 20 was employed if not otherwise noted. Further details for the different materials systems follow.
a. Lennard-Jones dimer For the dimer data set, a Chebyshev descriptor with radial expansion order 10 was employed. No angular expansion was used since the dimer does not have any bond angles. The ANN was comprised of two hidden layers with each five nodes and hyperbolic tangent activation, i.e., the ANN architecture was 11-5-5-1.
b. Water clusters For the water clusters symmetry functions by Behler and Parrinello 1,41 were used as descriptor. The parameters for the symmetry functions for water were taken from the publication of T.Morawietz et al. 26 . For the training of the ANN the reference set was divided randomly into a training and a test set. Thereby 90% of the structures were used as the training set and the remaining 10% of the structures were used as the test set which was used to measure the quality of the predictions obtained from the ANN potential for structures that have not been used in the fit of the potential. The ANN architecture N symm -10-10-1 was used, where N symm is given by the descriptor 26 with N symm = 27 for hydrogen and N symm = 30 for oxygen. The hyperbolic tangent was used as activation function.
Each ANN was trained for 5000 epochs, then the weights and biases for the epoch that that lead to the smallest test set error during training were used.
c. Water bulk For the bulk water ANN potential, a Chebyshev descriptor with a radial expansion order of 18 and an angular expansion order of 4 was used. The interaction cutoffs were 6.5 Å and 3.0 Å for the radial and angular expansion, respectively, and the ANN architecture was 48-10-10-1, i.e., two hidden layers with each ten nodes were used. This corresponds to a total of 611 weight parameters.
d. Li -Ni -Ti -Mo -O system A descriptor with an interaction range of 6.5 Å and an expansion order of 20 for the radial distribution function and a range of 3.5 Å and an expansion order of 2 for the angular interactions was used. For the 700-structure data set, the best balance of model complexity and accuracy was obtained for an ANN potential with 2 hidden layers and each 10 nodes (48-10-10-1).
C. ANN potential MD simulations
All ANN potential MD simulations were carried out using the Tinker software 73 and ANN potentials via an interface with the aenet package and used the Verlet algorithm 74 for the integration of the equation of motion.
The ANN potentials for the water bulk MD simulations were trained on a data set of ∼10,000 frames taken from an AIMD trajectory at 400 K and were based on a 48-20-20-1 ANN architecture. To minimize instabilities in the MD simulations, the radial distribution functions (RDF) shown in Figure 8 were evaluated following a protocol by Witt et al. 75 that uses short equilibration simulations in the canonical (N V T ) ensemble followed by longer production simulations in the microcanonical (N V E) ensemble. We performed 80 N V T simulations over 50 fs, each followed by a 125 fs-long N V E simulation, so that the combined total analyzed simulation time was 10 ps. A time step of 0.25 fs was used. A Bussi-Parrinello thermostat 76 was employed for the NVT sampling, and the target temperature was 300 K for the force-trained potential. For the energy-trained potential, a lower target temperature of 273 K was used, since MD simulation at 300 K were not sufficiently stable.
For the MD simulations in Figure 10 , a larger Li -Ni -Ti -Mo -O reference data set with ∼4,000 structure was used for training. For this data set, we employed a 48-20-20-1 ANN architecture. A time-step of 1 fs was used.
VII. DATA AVAILABILITY
The reference AIMD data set of the liquid water system is provided as supplementary material in the files liquid-64water-AIMD-RPBE-D3-train-test-data .tar.bz2
and liquid-64water-AIMD-RPBE-D3validation-data.tar.bz2.
These two compressed archive files contain atomic structures and interatomic forces in the XCrySDen 77 structure format (XSF), and total energies are included as additional meta information. Other reference data is available upon request.
VIII. CODE AVAILABILITY
This work made use of the free and open-source atomic energy network (aenet) package. The aenet source code can be obtained either from the aenet website (http:// ann.atomistic.net/download) or from GitHub (https: //github.com/atomisticnet/aenet).
The Taylorexpansion approach will be made available in the next release of the aenet package.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES TABLE S1. Optimal parameters for applying the Taylor-expansion approach with displacement strategies (A) and (B) to the water-cluster system with six water molecules. Relative Frequency δ max = 0.02 Å FIG. S1. Robustness of the improvement of the prediction of the direction of the forces with respect to different choices of the maximum displacement δmax for the water-cluster system with six water molecules. The error was obtained from 10 ANN potentials per displacement that were trained using the train_0500 data set employing displacement strategy(ii) for the fraction value optimal for the respective delta. FIG. S2. Histogram of the absolute error in the prediction of the energy per atom for the structures in the training data set (train_0500) for the water cluster system. The respective optimal parameters for the displacement and fraction where chosen for both displacement strategies.
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